
personal enlightenment

“Suffering ceases to be suffering once it finds 
a meaning. Being human always points, and is directed, 
to something or someone, other than oneself—be it 
a meaning to fulfill or another human being to encoun-
ter. The more one forgets himself—by giving himself to 
a  cause to serve or another person to love—the more 
human he is.”       

                                  Viktor Frankl1

■ The ultimate and most effective definition of success 
is presented and proven beyond question or doubt in 
Adam Grant’s current best-selling book, Give and Take: 
A Revolutionary Approach to Success.
■ Through the results of numerous studies, Grant has 
shown that there must be a third leg to the proverbial 
“stool of success,” which by our 300 year-old classical 
definition has had only two legs—money and power, 
Without a  third leg called “service” there can be no 
long-term stability or personal satisfaction and true 
success. 
■ Interviews with hundreds of thousands of global 
workers from a broad spectrum of professions showed 
that the single most significant factor that creates 
meaning in a  job is when the employee is convinced 
that his or her job makes a  positive difference in the 
world. 
■ Successful businesses of the 21st century will recog-
nize this untapped potential and do all they can to be 
sure that their employees find inspiration, satisfaction 
and perhaps even their Life Purpose by assuring that 
the employees firmly and truly understand that they 
are making a positive difference in the world by doing 
something of value for their company and for others. 
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If you read just one book in 2014 and want 
to change your life for the better, read New York 
Times best-seller Give and Take: A Revolutionary 
Approach to Success by Adam Grant, professor 
at the Wharton School of Business.2 

I was motivated to read this book after one of 
my favorite current-day authors, Daniel H. Pink 

[Drive and A Whole New Mind] exclaimed in his 
recommendation that “Give and Take is a  truly 
exhilarating book–the rare work that will shatter 
your assumptions about how the world works and 
keep your brain firing for weeks after you’ve turned 
the last page.” I believe that he was right on target 
[Figure 1]!

In my latest book, BALANCE: The Business-Life 
Connection, I present evidence from decades of 
personal experience and research in founding, 
and leading the growth and performance of pub-
lic companies that the only true path to lasting 
fulfillment is finding meaning in life by discovering 
your personal Essence, that special something 
that you’re good at and that you relish doing, and 
then connecting it with a  need in the world that 
makes it a better place. You then have found your 
Life Purpose. 

Or, as Grant puts it, the number one feature of 
a meaningless job is when a person’s effort has 
little positive impact on others, i.e., from his or her 
point of view their work makes little difference in 
the lives of others and therefore does not make 

this a better world. Studies of millions of employ-
ees point out that this single feature is more im-
portant than promotions, income, job security, 
and hours.3 

Yes, it is true that personal autonomy, variety, 
challenge, performance feedback, and the op-
portunity to work on a product or project from start 
to finish are important. But as important as these 
elements of a job are, studies of millions of work-
ers show unquestionably that giving something of 
value to someone and making this a better world 
trumps them all in creating long-term personal 
and professional fulfillment.4

Grant references extensive detailed studies that 
show that 90 percent of the people in jobs such 
as airline reservation agent, revenue analyst, and 
TV newscast director have difficulty finding mean-
ing in their life purpose. Why? Because they have 
a  challenge seeing lasting significant positive 
impact on other peoples’ lives. In contrast, jobs 
such as adult literacy teacher, fire chief, addiction 
counselor and neurosurgeon bring lasting fulfill-
ment because these workers can immediately 
and clearly see that their job makes an important 
difference in peoples’ lives and in the world. 

To drive his message home, Grant points to sev-
eral independent studies that provide proof of his 
thesis:
 –  A  study reported in the Journal of Applied Psy-

chology by psychologist Stephen E. Humphrey 
and colleagues, concerning the values of more 
than 11,000 employees from numerous indus-
tries showed that the single most significant fac-
tor that created meaning in a  job was when the 
employee was convinced that his or her job made 
a positive difference in the world [Figure 2].5

–  Psychologists Ruiz-Quintanilla and England 
found in their work that when employees were 
asked, “When does an activity qualify as work?” 

A  EDITOR’S COMMENT – This is fourth article in a  new 
series based on the author’s latest book, “BALANCE: 
The Business-Life Connection, SelectBooks, New York, 
2013.” The book is based on three decades of personal 
experience on how to achieve success and long-term 
fulfillment in both your personal and professional lives. 
Details concerning the book and points of purchase can 
be found at www.JamesCusumano.Com. 
B The author may be reached at Jim@ChateauMcely.Com.

FIGURE 1: Give and Take: Best-selling author Robert Sutton 
[Good Boss, Bad Boss] says that Give and Take just might be the 
most important book of this young century.”
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personal enlightenment
they responded, “If it contributes to society.” This 
response was common in the U.S., Europe and 
even in China. In a spectrum of cultures and geo-
graphic locations around the world, the common 
response is that work is defined more in terms of 
contributing to society rather than getting paid to 
do a task, or just being told what to do.6

–  Amy Wrzesniewski, an eminent Yale professor 
and a  world renowned expert on the meaning 
of work, found that when people see their job 
as a calling rather than as a job, they are much 
more fulfilled. And in their view the central fea-
ture defining a calling is doing something that 
makes the world a better place.7

The Good News!
The results of Grant’s research and that of oth-

ers suggest that there are steps we can take to 
make jobs more meaningful for ourselves and for 
others, even when they may not seem meaningful 
as currently practiced, e.g., as mentioned above, 
for the jobs of airline reservation agent, revenue 
analyst, and TV newscast director. 

In some cases the job may have a  significant 
impact, but the employee is too distant from 
the end user to see the impact. Grant gives the 
examples of automotive safety engineers who 
never meet the drivers of the cars their company 
manufactures, or medical researchers who make 
significant healthcare discoveries, but don’t see 
the patients they help or whose lives they save. 

Research shows that by connecting directly 
with the end users, we can see the benefits of 
our service or product. In Grant’s research he 
and his colleagues found that when university 
fundraisers met with just one student whose 
scholarship was funded by their work, they in-
creased by 142 percent in weekly phone min-
utes and over 400 percent in weekly revenue.8 
And when radiologists saw a patient’s photo in-
cluded in their x-ray file, they wrote 29 percent 

longer patient reports and made 46 percent 
more accurate diagnoses.9

Grant states from his studies that “This is why 
leaders at John Deere invite employees who build 
tractors to meet the farmers who buy their trac-
tors, leaders at Facebook invite software develop-
ers to hear from users who have found long-lost 
friends and family members thanks to the site, 
and leaders at Wells Fargo Bank film videos of 
customers describing how low-interest loans 
have rescued them from debt. When we see the 
direct consequences of our jobs for others, we 
find greater meaning.”10 As corroborated by New 
York Times columnist Susan Dominus, “The great-
est untapped source of motivation is a sense of 
service to others.”11

Have no fear if you are for example, an airlines 
reservation agent! Grant provides complete de-
tails in his book on how to enrich your job by craft-
ing into it specific changes that can make it much 
more meaningful and help you to recognize your 
value added and move towards personal fulfill-
ment.

What so amazes me is how book after book and 
study after study of millions of employees around 
the world describe and verify the accuracy of the 
following findings and yet employers ignore the 
greatest asset before them.12

–  Nearly 80 percent of all employees are disen-
gaged from their jobs, ranging in a  spectrum 
from simply collecting a  paycheck to outright 
disdain for their job and their management. 
Could 80 percent of all employees be innately 
uninspired to do their job? I don’t think so. What 
an untapped resource! What a shame!

–  All employees have a certain innate skill—their 
Essence—which if accessed provides what I call 
the Triple Win. The employee finds personal 
fulfillment; the employer receives optimal per-
formance and builds a successful business; the 
world sees a benefit. What could be better?
Isn’t it worth the time and effort to create an en-

vironment that identifies and utilizes an employ-
ee’s fundamental Essence and helps that person 
find personal and professional fulfillment while 
building a  great company and helping to create 
a  better world [Figure 3]? Let’s reduce the 80 
percent figure of disengaged employees and cre-
ate a Triple Win—Business, Employee, the World!

As I said at the beginning of this column, if you 
read just one book in 2014 and want to change 
your life for the better, read New York Times best-

seller Give and Take: A Revolutionary Approach 
to Success by Adam Grant, professor at the 
Wharton School of Business.13 It is a special gift 
to all of us. 

 Sat, Chit, Ananda.
Enjoy your journey! 

James A. Cusumano, PhD ■
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FIGURE 2: Global studies of millions of employees from a broad 
spectrum of professions show without question that the single 
most significant factor that creates meaning in a job is when 
the employee is convinced that his or her job makes a positive 
difference in the world.

FIGURE 3: Discovering that special thing that you are good at 
and love to do, and connecting it with a need in the world that 
makes it a better place, creates your Life Purpose. Pursuing you 
Life Purpose ultimately leads to deep personal and professional 
fulfillment. This is the most effective definition of success.
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